to sequences with attributes that do not exceed the storage capabilities of working memory (e.g., shorter, brief interstimulus delay, few intervening stimuli). For Haline E. Schendan, 
implicit learning (Corkin, 1968; Knowlton et al., 1992 Knowlton et al., , 1994 , recent findings suggest the MTL is necessary for implicit learning of complex multi-event contingencies (Curran, 1997 Rose et al., 2002) . For the specific case of motor sequence learning, the MTL has not generally been implicated, even when learning becomes explicit. Only one prior neuroimaging study of the SRTT with healthy adults reported MTL activity, which decreased as both implicit and explicit learning progressed across blocks of a short repeating sequence (Grafton et al., 1995) ; note, sequence-specific learning could not be assessed in that study but can in ours by comparing repeated and random sequences.
In studies of patients with amnesia, implicit but not explicit SRTTs have been used. Nonetheless, amnesics are presumed to be impaired on explicit SRTT learning, as they perform poorly on explicit tests of sequence knowledge following implicit learning tasks (Reber and Squire, 1994, 1998) . For implicit SRTT learning, amnesics are not generally impaired (Nissen and Bullemer, 1987; Nissen et al., , 1989 Reber and Squire, 1994, 1998 ) but may show deficient learning with certain types of complex sequences. Curran (1997) compared secondorder conditional (SOC) sequences that are equated for item and bi-item frequencies and the first-order conditional (FOC) sequences used in most SRTT studies, which are not so equated. A SOC sequence cannot be learned based on simple frequencies or contingencies between one location and a second, as the FOC variety the use of SOC sequences and finer grained RT analyses in our study.
We examined MTL structures during implicit and exmemory for facts and events that are consciously accesplicit SRTT learning. While motor accounts predict no sible (Schacter, 1997; Squire, 1992) . The MTL is thought MTL involvement in either task, memory accounts preto support explicit memory by temporarily binding todict MTL activity in explicit learning. Specifically, an gether distributed neocortical processing areas that explicit-implicit view predicts MTL activity throughout jointly comprise a holistic representation of a rememexplicit SRTT learning, as participants are consciously bered episode. In some versions, the MTL is necessary acquiring a structured sequence at all times. It also for conscious awareness of stimulus and task relationpredicts the MTL will not be involved in the implicit ships, and this awareness is required for learning (Clark SRTT, except in individuals who become aware of the and Squire, 1998). By explicit-implicit accounts, MTL sequence. In this case, MTL activation should be greater activity is a function of the degree to which participants later than earlier in implicit learning because of the become consciously aware of a sequence during learning. emerging awareness. In contrast, a relational view preIn contrast, a relational memory account states that dicts MTL activation in both explicit and implicit SRTTs, the MTL is critically involved in associative processes regardless of resultant conscious sequence awareness. that bind multiple aspects of stimulus events into memIt also predicts that MTL activity should decrease as the ory (Cohen and Eichenbaum, 1993; Wallenstein et al., sequence is acquired because fewer or no new associa-1998). Relational memory accounts thus expect the MTL tions remain to be encoded later in learning. To test to be involved in sequence learning whenever complex these predictions, we assessed the relationship bestimulus-stimulus associations are encoded, regardless tween learning-related brain activity and conscious of whether learning is explicit or implicit. Explicit-implicit awareness of sequence knowledge by following both and relational memory accounts thus diverge principally SRTTs with a comprehensive battery of explicit knowlover MTL involvement in implicit learning.
While most prior work has not implicated the MTL in edge and sequence awareness tests. We also assessed Higher Order Association Higher order association learning among three or more Results consecutive locations was assessed. As in Curran (1997), RTs to each pairwise transition of the implicit Performance sequence were compared between Sequence and RanRepeated-measures ANOVAs and two-tailed t tests dom conditions. To do so, for all 12 pairs of location (Bonferroni ␣) assessed behavioral data of subjects intransitions, for each run, the median RT to the second cluded in parallel analyses of fMRI data; RT data of two location of each pair was determined, separately, for subjects each were missing for explicit learning and Sequence and for Random blocks (e.g., for transition implicit association analyses (due to technical problems). pair 3-1, the RT to location 1 is taken if it is preceded Implicit and Explicit Learning by location 3). The median RT for each pairwise transiMedian RTs (1250 ms cut-off) were faster in Sequence tion was then averaged across all runs. The main effect than Random blocks (Figure 2A) In the striatum, while initially (run 1) effects were reliable in the putamen bilaterally and in the right caudate, later (runs 2 and 3) learning effects in both striatal structures Implicit Sequence blocks were also contrasted with each other between runs (as in Grafton et al., 1995 "runs" 2 and 3 (also for RT data), but the within-scan each subject using masks of the respective implicit or explicit MTL clusters (coordinates in Tables 1 and 2 ; contrast (Sequence 5-6 Ͼ Random 3-4) yielded results similar to "run" 3. Learning-related activation in the MTL corrected for effects of interest; no temporal filter) and entered into a simple correlation for each subject. A occurred in run 1 reliably and run 2 marginally (Table 2, Figure 5 ); SVC to nearest clusters suggested reliable SPM of voxels correlated with the MTL cluster for each subject was then entered into a one-sample t test (ranactivation of right caudate head in run 1 (for all measures, z Ͼ 2.32, p Ͻ 0.05). The DLPFC showed activation in dom effects, whole-brain family-wise p Ͻ 0.05). For implicit and explicit SRTTs, autocorrelations of each MTL all runs but only on the right by run 3 (Table 2) .
Between Runs. SPMs were compared directly becluster with itself were reliable, a homologous MTL region of the opposite hemisphere typically correlated tween runs. Contrasts of Sequence Ͼ Random blocks suggested decreasing activity in MTL, striatum, and positively, and, contrary to predictions, no areas negatively correlated with MTL activity. DLPFC as learning progressed. Run 1 showed marginally more activation in the MTL and caudate than in run Implicit Learning. Instead, MTL activity positively correlated most prominently with retrosplenial, cuneus, 2 and more than in run 3 in these ROIs, as well as DLPFC; SVC of the nearest cluster revealed activation in run 1 precuneus, and posterior cingulate cortex. Explicit Learning. As expected, positively correlated was reliably (for all measures, p Ͻ 0.05) greater than in both later runs in the MTL (for all measures, z Ͼ 2.66) regions included right DLPFC ROIs, but also lingualfusiform, parieto-occipital, occipital, posterior cingulate, and left DLPFC (for all measures, z Ͼ 1.9). Run 2 showed marginally more activation than run 3 in the MTL and retrosplenial, intraparietal, postcentral, and superior temporal cortices, left insula and Sylvian fissure, medio-DLPFC; SVC of the nearest clusters revealed reliable (for all measures, p Ͻ 0.05) differences in left MTL (z ϭ dorsal and anterior thalamic nuclei, and left cerebellum. Earlier Implicit versus All Explicit Learning 3.37) and bilateral DLPFC (for all measures, z Ͼ 2.4).
Explicit Sequence blocks were also contrasted across We tested two hypotheses: learning-related activation in MTL and DLPFC is greater for explicit than implicit runs. 
Implicit SRTT: Sequence Awareness
Activation is shown across all runs and in each run.
Two sets of analyses assessed how sequence awareness related to MTL activity.
Unaware and Aware Groups. Implicit learning data were analyzed separately for aware and unaware groups. Aware participants (n ϭ 7) were defined as those who met the following criteria on at least two of the following three explicit tests: (1) free generation scores of 6 or more; (2) on cued generation, reliable or marginal (p Ͻ 0.08) difference from chance (0.3133) in t tests on the ratios for the 12 sets of triplets (e.g., 1-2-n, 1-3-n, 1-4-n, etc.) (Shanks and Johnstone, 1999); and (3) full recognition ratio was positive, and the actual Sequence was rated higher than all new sequences. For the unaware subjects (n ϭ 8), six met no aware criteria, and two only narrowly met one criterion (one had a low full recognition ratio of 2.75; the other had a free generation score of 6). Unaware subjects showed learning-related activation across all runs reliably in the right caudate and bilateral putamen (for all measures, z Ͼ 2.55, p Ͻ 0.04) and marginally in the MTL; SVC of the nearest cluster revealed reliable activation of right anterior MTL (z ϭ 2.87, p ϭ 0.05). In run 1, activation was reliable in right caudate (z ϭ 2.84, p ϭ 0.0239) and marginal in right putamen and MTL; SVC of nearest clusters revealed effects were reliable in MTL bilaterally (for all measures, z Ͼ 2.06, p Ͻ 0.05) and right putamen (z ϭ 1.81, p ϭ 0.0499). In run 2, activation was marginal in all ROIs (for all measures, p Ͻ 0.19). In run 3, activation was reliable bilater- showed the most learning-related activation in full group analyses (Table 1) The relational view would predict our finding of greater MTL recruitment earlier than later in learning. More relational processing is required early on when more of the Conscious Sequence Knowledge sequence structure needs to be detected and associAn explicit-implicit account posits that the primary role ated. Later, as a sequence is learned, fewer new relaof the MTL is to form consciously accessible memories. tions remain. Critically, a main difference between prior The MTL should thus be recruited when learning is ex-SRTT studies that did not observe MTL activation and plicit but not when it is implicit. In addition, the MTL the present results (besides our focused MTL ROI analyshould be engaged more later in learning because conses) has to do with whether data are collected and anascious knowledge about the sequence improves in the lyzed earlier or later in learning. We found MTL activation explicit mode and becomes more likely to develop in in an earlier acquisition phase of learning, whereas some the implicit mode as learning progresses. Consistent previous reports examined subjects primarily after more with this account, we found some evidence that midsequence experience than in the present study and at MTL is recruited slightly more during explicit than ima time when learning of the sequence may have been plicit learning, and, for some subjects, the implicit SRTT largely completed or the sequence was overlearned resulted in sequence awareness. cessing is a task requirement in all cases. While this The full pattern of our fMRI and performance findings, account does not specifically predict MTL differences however, seems difficult to reconcile with an explicitbetween explicit and implicit modes, it can accommoimplicit account. Specifically, while this account predate them based on differential relational processing, dicts that the MTL should be recruited much more in such as our observation of slightly more activity in antean explicit than in an implicit mode, we found but a small rior MTL areas in implicit than explicit learning. Because focal effect in mid-MTL. It would also not predict the learning is slower in an implicit than in an explicit mode, opposite pattern; yet, we found that activation in an more relations remain to be acquired after the same anterior MTL area was greater during implicit than examount of sequence experience, and so the MTL may plicit learning. One concern may be that subjects decontinue to be recruited for the implicit task. velop awareness of the sequence over the course of implicit learning, resulting in MTL activity. However, our behavioral results suggest conscious sequence knowlHigher Order Associations Overall, we conclude that the nature of the representaedge is minimal or absent following implicit learning and yet is completely accurate, or almost so, following tion that is being acquired is the primary determinant of MTL involvement (Cohen and Eichenbaum, 1993; Walexplicit learning.
This account also predicts increasing MTL activity lenstein et al., 1998; Wood et al., 2000). Evidence that MTL amnesics are impaired at learning higher order, but over successive runs, yet MTL activation in both SRTTs is greater earlier than later in learning. Indeed, MTL actinot simple, associations (Curran, 1997) was obtained using a SRTT paradigm similar to ours in which repeating vation is high even in the first run of the implicit task, when all participants were the least likely to be aware of and random blocks of SOC sequences alternate. As in the amnesic study, learning effects in our study cannot a repeating sequence, and, critically, even in an unaware subgroup of participants who demonstrate no consisbe based on simple stimulus-stimulus associations because item and bi-item frequencies are equated betent, conscious sequence knowledge.
An explicit-implicit view would predict higher MTL tween SOC sequences. Instead, they must be based on higher order associations among three or more consecactivation in aware than in unaware participants. To the contrary, we found that participants who were unaware utive locations. Our findings thus suggest that learning- 
, 1989). is reduced. Note that MTL activation is strongest in run
Other evidence suggests that the hippocampus is 1 of the explicit task but remains strong throughout runs necessary to bridge temporal gaps between stimuli not 1-3 of the implicit SRTT (Figures 4 and 5) . This task only within a trial but also over multiple trials, even when difference is consistent with the faster acquisition of learning is implicit. Neuropsychological studies reveal higher order associative representations when the learnthat implicit context learning requires acquisition of an ing mode is primarily explicit (i.e., free generation of 9 invariant complex spatial configuration over multiple triof 12 locations in run 1) than when it is implicit (i.e., als, knowledge which is not consciously accessible, and acquisition of higher order associations throughout runs this learning is impaired in MTL amnesia (Chun and 1-3). Finally, it is noteworthy that, in contrast to free Phelps, 1999). Also, amnesics with MTL lesions are imgeneration performance, our finding of increasingly paired on multitrial, trace conditioning, a variant of clasfaster RTs to the explicit Sequence over successive runs sical conditioning where a temporal interval intervenes (Figure 2A ) is instead related to increasing right DLPFC between CS and US, but not on delay conditioning with activation across runs (Table 2) (Rauch et al., 1997b, 1998) 
Experimental Procedures
Triplet Recognition Participants did the SRTT on three locations; half the triplets were SRTT in the repeating sequence, and half were new. After each triplet, Materials they rated how similar it was to those in the actual Sequence on a Task. Figure 1A ., 2000) . The Sequence were unusable due to scanner malfunction (n ϭ 3), failure to obey repeated four times in each of three blocks per run. Random blocks instructions (n ϭ 1), or time constraints (n ϭ 2). Data were analyzed had two lengths: (1) two "short" blocks of two novel sequences from 15 people for implicit SRTT (M ϭ 29 years; 9 females); 12 separated the three Sequence blocks. (2) Two "long" blocks of four people for explicit SRTT (M ϭ 27 years; 8 females); and 11 people novel sequences, in run 1, both preceded all Sequence blocks; in for implicit versus explicit contrasts (M ϭ 27 years; 7 females). runs 2 and 3 ( Figure 1B) , one preceded and the other followed; and, in run 4, both followed all Sequence blocks. Fixation rest (4 s) preceded some Random blocks. Acknowledgments Explicit Runs. Before the first run, participants were instructed to do a SRTT again, but this time to try to memorize another repeating Research was supported by grants RO1 NS40239 and R21 sequence. They were taught that chunking helps, and their first MH066213 to C.E.S. and F32 AG05914 to H.E.S. This study was exposure to the explicit sequence was in three four-location chunks conducted at the Center for Memory and Brain in the Department just before the first Sequence block. In three runs, the Sequence of Psychology at Boston University. Brain scanning was conducted repeated four times within each of two blocks (48 trials 
